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I. SEQUENTIAL DECODING
A.	 The Historical Background - Error Control for the Discrete Channel
1) The Channel Model
For many practical communications systems, the modulation scheme
is such that the input to the channel at any given time is one of a
finite collection (say, of size a) of waveforms, which we shall call the
input symbols (and referenced as 0, 1, ..., a-1). Also, the output of the
detector is one of a finite set (say, of size b) of output symbols. Such
a system shall be referred to here as a discrete channel,.
In most of the remainder of this report, our attention will be
restricted to a subset of the class of discrete channels. The channels
of this subset are completely specified by the channel transmission
matrix w(y/x), where
W(y/x) 9 Pr [kth output symbol is y/kth input symbol is x)
Note that for these channels, a) the probability distribution of
the kth output symbol, given the kth input symbol, is independent of k,
and b) the probability of the kth output symbol, given the kth input
symbol, is independent of all inputs but the k th . A discrete channel
satisfying a) and b) is called a time-invarient discrete memoryless
channel. (TIDMC)
2) Examples of the TIDMC
a) The Binary Symmetric Channel
Perhaps the simplest example of a TIDMC is the binary symmetric
channel (BSC), defined by
W(0/1) = W(1/0) = P
W(0/0)	 W(1/1) = 1-P,
which can be schematically represented by
"^
	
_ _
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1-P
1-P
b
For this channel, regardless of the input symbol, the probability
that the output symbol is different from the input symbol is P.
Many practical channels are adequately modeled by the BSC,
b) The Binary Erasure Channel
Another TIDMC, which will become significant is the discussion
of hybrid coding of Section III, is the binary erasure channel (BEC),
defined by
W(0/1) = W(1/0) = 0
W(^/1)	 w(0/0) = P
W(0/0) = w(1/1) = 1-P,
which can be schematically represented by
4 -__ _ ^.-^P^ _ . _ __ 0
1-P
For this channel, regardless of the input symbol, the output is at
worst "ambiguous", never "wrong". Real channels are seldom
adequately modeled as a BEC, but as we shall see in Section III,
the BEC does take on importance in hybrid coding.
y	 3) The Coding Theorem.
The concept of coding is motivated by the following problem: suppose
a BSC with _ P .01 is to be used to communicate data for which the error
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rate must be less than, say, 10-5 . What can be done? Well, by repeating
each digit 5 times, and guessing that the actual input to the channel
was the symbol which occurred as output for the majority of the five
outputs, the probability of error is reduced to —10 5. Thus the
redundant 4 digits for each information digit have improved the error
probability by a factor of 1000. However, the cost is that the channel
must be used 5 times for each digit communicated. Can we do better?
Let us forn ,i,'P' ate the problem more exactly. Information digits Zl,
Z2 , ,,., are to be communicated througha channel w(Y/X), where the
inputs to the channel Xl , X2 , ...-, will depend in some way on the Zi.
^	
A
The receiver, given Yl , Y2 , ..., will obtain an estimate Z1 , Z2 , ..,,
from the received Yi . In particular, let us assume that a block of k
information digits Zk A (Z1) ..., Z k ) is to be encoded (or mapped) into
a block of n > k transmitted symbols Xn L (X1 , .., Xn). (The alphabet
size of the Z. and the X. are assumed to be the same. Thus there are1	 1
n-k redundant digits transmitted per block of k information digits.)
The output from the channel Y  L (Y1 , ..., Y ) are the received symbols,
and the estimate of the transmitted Z k is Z(Yn) 0 (Z1 (Yn), Z2 (Yn), ..^^
k(Yn)). The process of obtaining the estimate Z k from Yn is called
decoding. An important parameter of this system is the rate R A n. The
rate is thus the fraction of channel utilization which represent informatior
communicated. Another parameter is the probability of error, Pe = Pr(for
at least one t,, k(Yn) ^ Zt), Pe obviously depends on the encoding and
decoding process used, as well as the rate.
In order to adequately evaluate the desirability of such coding
schemes as the "repetition" scheme above, it would be desirable to know
how good the best encoding and decoding schemes can be. Obviously, as
the rate is made lower, smaller P P 's should be achievable, but what is
M
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the relationship between. P e and k? The answer to this question is
provided by what we shall call the Coding Theorem, first proposed by
Shannon in 1948.
The Coding Theorem
For every TIDMC there exists a number C, called the capacity
of the channel, dependent only on U), the channel transmission matrix.
For every number B < C and every e > 0 there exists a code (encoding
and decoding process) with rate R = B and P e < e. For B > C, there
exists a number. S(B) > 0 such that for all codes of rate R = B, P e > 8(B).
Practically, S(B) is usually unacceptably large, and interest is
i
limited to R < C. However, the theorem says that arbitrary small Pe
is obtainable for R = C-10 -6 (say). Is there a catch?
Several. Some of the more important are
a) The method of proof of the theorem involves the ensemble of all
2 
n2 
possible codes, C (with every code being a transformation
main each Z k into some X npping	 ). The proof demonstrates than an appropriate
average Pe over the ensemble of codes satisfy the conditions of the
theorem. Since at least one code has to be as good as the average,
we know that a code satisfying the theorem must exist. However,
no indication is given by the theorem about how to find a good code.
b) More important than not knowing how to find a good code is the
fact that the theorem suggests no efficient scheme for implementing
the coding and decoding process. The implementation used in the
proof involved a "codebook" for encoding, with the transmitter
"looking up" each information sequence on alist to find the sequence
Xn to be transmitted. A similar codebook was required for decoding.
Tbus for the binary channel an encoding codebook of size 2k
(one entry for each possible Zk), and a decoding codebook of size
5_
2n (one entry for each possible Y n ) was required.
c) Compounding the above difficulty, later extensions of the
coding theorem showed that the required information block length,
1
k, must go to infinity, as R C or Pe -+ 0, In fact, for R near C,
1 .
log Pe <,do
(C`R)
where d is a constant near 10
Thus codebook implementation gives a encoder complexity (codebook size)
l	 ,
do log Pe
	
k	
(C-R)
Q2=2
d
1 (C-R
-4, pe )
	
Thus for Pe	10 -6 , C-R = ,1 9 do = 1, we obtain Q = 10600,
The decoder complexity is even larger; an alternative approach
is needed for practical implementation.
B. Tree Codes: Their Potential. and Their Implementation
An important breakthrough was made with the development of tree codes,
Let us consider an encoder operating at a rate R , = ko/no , where k  and no are
P
small integers. Then a tree code is a code in which Xno	 (Xl,- X2, ••p Xnop)
depends only on Zkop A (Z , Z , ., , Z	 ) for all p. Thus, for R 	 forJ
	 2	 kop'	 3
example, Z idetermines Xl , X2 and X3 , Z1 and Z2 together determines X4, X5 and X6
etc, The name "tree code" is derived from the schematic representation of
Fig. (1)
a	
The potential value of tree codes comes from the fact that, since Y1, Y2 and
,
Y3 depend only on Z1' Y4  Y5 and Y6 depend only on Z1 and Z2 , etc, (in the
R 3 case), it is possible for the receiver to decode the message sequentially,
M.yaR^M.W.v	 ^:rrlwM wwwy.ww^wr.^
... ^ ^: a : 
	
•'	 ^ ^ ^: n
un6h- I
wrM^fN^b^IW.^a1L^101 w^r1' •.vAiWAY,r: t
t
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that is, to obtain an estimate 
Z1 of Z  from Yl , Y
2 and Y3 , (Z1 , Z2) from
(Y1' Y2' Y3' Y4' Y5' Y6 ), 
etc,, adjusting the estimates of the "early" Z  as
necessary. Several such decoding algorithms have been developed, and two
It	 are discussed in later sections. It has been shown that, using an optimal
decoding scheme, there exists a tree encoder which satisfies the conditions
of the coding theorem. Thus, essentially, tree codes are "as good" as
general code-s-,
Functionally, we can represent a tree encoder as the function F such
tha
X (Z-1)no+j	 F (Z4,ko ' Z^ko-1' • .. , Z.1 ; t; D
for	 1) 2, .. ,
and j = 1, 2, ...,
n° •	 no(2kk0-1)
For the BSC the range. of F is {0,1}, and there are 2
possible different functions F to the k th level of the encoder, and the
f	 complexity of the encoder (as a codebook) is proportional to no(2kko-1),
Thus for arbitrarily long encoded blocks the complexity becomes arbitrarily
large.
To alleviate this, the concept of the finite state encoder of constraint
length v was introduced. For such an encoder, each X depends only on v
of the Z
	
In particular;
i
X(-^-1)no j	 F(Ztko , Ztko-1 , ..., ztko -v+l' R mod v; j)
for t
	 131 2, ...
and j	 1, 2, ... , n0
with G = 0 1 if .p G 0.p	 v
n 2
Thus, for any depth of the tree there are only 2 ° possible different 'functions,
t
and each encoder has a complexity proportional to n o2v , It has been shown that
these exist finite state codes that satisfy the coding theorem; however for
P	 0, v -4 M.e	 j
n
r
F,
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A
t
V
i
The finite state encoder is still a very complicated scheme... in fact,
much too complicated to build for reasonable values of v. A real simplifi-
cation would come if there existed a satisfactory encoder represented by a
function  which is a linear function of the Zi ; that is
V-1
X(t,-1) o+j	 i=0 Gj,i Ztko-i
for t	 1, 2, ..0
and j = 1, 2, ... no
where the multiplication and addition are field operations (In particular,
for the BSC, each G.	 is either 0 or 1, multiplication is normal arithmetic
multiplication and addition is "modulo-2" addition). Such codes, from the
suggestive form of the above equation, are known as convolutional codes.
It has been shown, in fact, that in many respects (but not in all), the best
convolutional codes are the equal of the best finite state codes. Since
v
there are only 2n0 different convolutional codes of rate R = 'ko/no_and
constraint length v, and since eachis only of complexity proportional to
n0v(the number: of different G j ^ i), convolutional codes are overwhelmingly
simpler to construct (and, potentially, to optimize) than the other encoders
described above. They are so simple, in fact, that they can be (and have been)
built. A schematic representation of a shift-register implementation (having
constraint length v ) is shown in Fig. (2)
C. The Likelyhood Function as a Decoding Tool
Let us now describe the decoding process in general. It is assumed that
the encoding is performed using a convolutional_ encoder. The receiver has
available an encoder identical to the one possessed by the transmitter. Thus,
for any estimated information sequence, Z l , Z2 ,	 , the receiver can generate
-
t
G no v i Gno,v_, I
y
►---
Zi
F
SHIFT REGISTER CONTENTS + INPUT k o	ACTUATOR
DIGITS TO RIGHT WHEN ACTUATED
- Y -
..o
---;p k T p^I._. ;p 
`
no,2	 ; Gno, I
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a
the sequence XI ) X2 , ..., which would have been transmitted if that information
sequence had been the true information sequence. The receiver can then
evaluate the "closeness" of that R l , X2 , ..., to the actual received sequence Y1,
Y2 ,	 The question arises as to what "measure of closeness" should be used.
One useful measure, and the one we shall use for both the Jelinek and
Fano algorithms, is the so-called liklXh_oo_d_ fun ction
„tko
 tno Q ono	 w(YiIXi(Z))
L(Z	
; Y	 )	 it log 2 	 W(Yi^
where w(Y) is the unconditional (marginal) probability distribution of Y.
To get a firmer understanding, let us consider L for the BSC with crossover
probability P; after some manipulation,
L(Ztk°; Yin°) _ to 0 ( C-R) - [ V(g n° (Z)^ Yin°) - Mn 0 ] log 2 ( PP
..tno 	tno	 ,.
where V(X
	
(Z); Y ) = (number of digits where X i # Yi)
C = channel capacity of the BSC
k
R —° the transmission rate.
LZ0
t,k	 Jk
Note that if Z ° = Z °, then the expected_ number of digits in error is
EfV) = to P where E is the expectation operator.
iko ^iko
However, if Z	 = Z
	
, but Ziko
 + j # Zik° + j
for some j Efl, 2, ..., ko ), then-Yp and Xp are independent for p > in 02
and therefore
E (V) = in0P + (t-i)no. 2
= no(iP + 2(t-i))
Thus, for
Z
tko Ztko
E[L) _ tn0(C-R)
Which is positive and monotonic increasing in t for rates less than
_ ^__ ..
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capacity. However, if Z ° Z ° but Zik + j Zik + 3 for some < ko'0	 0
then for t > i
E(L) _ tno (C-R) - + P)(t,-i)nolog2(1PP)
which can be shown to be monotonic decreasing for t. > i.
Thus, if the estimate Z is correct, we expect L to increase, whereas
if it is wrong, we expect 'L to decrease. This property of L is true for
the general case as well as for the case of the BSC considered above. This
is the basic property on which the Jelinek and Fano methods are based.
..tko tno
For the purposes of simplified notation, in future sections, L(Z 	 ; Y )
will be written as L(Z^); thus the received sequence Y is suppressed, and Z
is referred to on a node basis (of length u information symbols) rather than
a symbol basis,
D. The Jelinek Algorithm
Of all sequential decoding algorithms, perhaps the easiest to describe
and comprehend, at least in its basic version, is the Jelinek algorithm.
The first step in the decoding procedure is the determination of
L(Z) for each possible value of Z , and the ranking of each Z according to
decreasing L. Then the Z (and corresponding L) are stored in locations
according to their ranks.
To fix the above idea, let us look at an example. Let Z be a binary
information sequence	 k^ = 24 e and R =	 . The decoder then computes L(0,0),n	 30
L(0,1), L(1,0), and L(1,1) according to the method of the last section.
If the values of L'were, respectively, -5, 1 -11, and -17 then the following
would be stored:
-12
A
In Location	 Item 1 (Z)	 Item 2 (L)
1	 01	 1
2	 00	 -5
3	 10	 -11
4	 11	 -17
The next step is to take whatever Z is stored in location 1, and
extend this by one node, calculating L(Z) for all such possible extensions,
and reca;i,culating the ranks of the whole collection of Z (the new Z plus all
the old ones except the one previously ranked number one). Thus, in our
example, the second step would be to calculate L(0,1,0,0), L(0,1,0,1),
A
L(0,1,1,0), and L(0,1,1,1), find the new ranking for all seven Z (excluding
A
Z = (0,1)) and put them in the appropriate locations. Thus if L for the
above four cases were, say, -4, -16 9 2, and -10 respectively, the stored
information would be
A	 A
Location	 Item 1 (`L)	 Item 2 (L(Z))
1	 09191910	 2
2	 0,190,0	 -4
3	 P,0	 -5
4	 03013%111	 -10
5	 1,0	 -11
6	 0,1,0;.1
	
-16
7
	
Iii	 -17
The process of decoding then continues in the above fashion until
location I contains as.item one a Z'of the full length of the information
'	 sequence. At this point, the decoding is terminated, and the Z of item one
in location 1 is used as the decoded information sequence.
Obviously, if the decoding process takes place ,exactly as indicated above,
the complexity would become excessive. For example, at each step the sorting
-13-
of the new and old Z into proper ranks would become more and more complex
as the decoding procedure continued. However, by making modifications to
the above procedure, these problems can be significantly reduced. Although
`	 the modifications result in a. considerable reduction in storage and operational
speed requirements, it involves a series of major complications to the description
of the algorithm. Since there are no new conceptual ideas contained in these
modifications (and indeed, since these modifications will undoubtedly be
improved in time), they will not be reiterated here. It is sufficient to
note that under the modified scheme each decoding "cycle" is of fixed (and
reasonable) complexity and adds only one new Z to the stored list.
To comment on the Jelinek algorithm, let us note that there is a
considerable amount of storage required, even in the modified scheme (for
reasonable situations, several thousand words of high speed storage are
required as a minimum). However, if the decoding is to be done on a general-
purpose high-speed computer, storage of that order is available in any
event. Thus the required storage is not a deterrent to the use of the
Jelinek algorithm on a general purpose computer. In addition, initial
reports indicate a speed improvement for the Jelinek algorithm over the Fano
algorithm, although the bounds obtained on the performance are essentially
the same. However, it is clear that some other approach must be used if a
hardware special-purpose device is to be used as the decoder, since the
memory requirements of the Jelinek algorithm would be excessive. Such an
algorithm is the Fano algorithm, historically earlier than the Jelinek
algorithm, and described in the next section.
E. The Fano Algorithm
Although requiring much less in the way of storage than the Jelinek
algorithm, the description of the . Fano procedure is much more complex. We
first need to describe the concept of "scale number". Let us define
] 4 Mlj^
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Zt p 
(Zt, 1, Z.). Then the scale number of Z„ , given Zt1-1 (and Yt, is 1 for
the Zt which maximizes L(Zt = L(Zt-l , Z t), 2 for the Z. which gives the second
largest L(Zt,), etc. We shall refer to the Zt, corresponding to the Z,, with
the largest scale number as ZIt = (ZZ-1 , Zt (1)), that corresponding to the
second largest as ZIt = (Z 1 , Z„(2)), etc. To facilitate the description
of the Fano scheme, the "flow chart” of Fig. (3) will be utilized. The
decoder must take one of the four numbered paths. Each instance that the
decoder takes any one of these paths will be called a "cycle". With j* +1
being the scale number of the branch currently being investigated at node n,
starting at (a'), the decoder compares L(Z n-1 , Zn ( j lr+1)) to the "current
threshold", To (To is initialized at 0, and J* at 0).
If L is at least as large as the current threshold, the branch :Zn0* +- 1)
is 4'accepted". If the node Zn has not previously been tested, the threshold
To of the decoder is raised to T(zn). This is path (1) of Fig. 2.4 the
"progress" path. It can be shown 1 that if the value of L(Zn-l ) is greater than
or equal to T + To , then the decoder has never tested Z  previously, whereas
if it is less than T + To (where T is an arbitrary preestablished increment)
then that is not the first time the decoder has tested Z n . If the node Zn
has been previously tested, the threshold is unchanged. This is path (2).
In either case n is increased by one, j* set equal to zero, and the procedure
continues at point (a')
The above operations take place if L(Z n 1 , Zn(j* + 1) ) is greater
than or equal to the threshold To . On the other hand, if that value is
less than To the decoder tests L(Zn-2)	 If that too is less than To , the
current threshold is lowered by an amount T, j* is set equal to zero, and
the computations begin again on L(Zn
-2,
 Zn-l(1) )	 This is path (3), the
"remain" path. If however, L(Zn-2 )  is greater than or equal to To , the
4
AGAIN
FIGURE 3
FLOW CHART FOR FANO DECODING ALGORITHM
I
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decoder steps back a node from node n to node n-1. This is path (4), the
regress path. On this path j* is set equal to the "scale number" of the
k
currently accepted Zn-1 , If this j* is less than d, where d is 2 0 , then
L(Zn-2' Zn-1 (j* + 1) ) is tested and the procedure continues from (a').
If j* _ d', this is impossible, so L(Zn-3) is compared to TO and the procedure
continues at point (b).
Thus, the overall idea of the decoding procedure is that as long as
the path with the lowest "scale number" continues to increase, or at
least does not decrease across a threshold, coding continues on that path.
However, when a threshold is crossed from above by the path with the Lowest
scale number, the decoder backtracks 'either until it finds a path that does
not so cross the threshold or until it has tested all paths, and found that
each of them crosses the threshold from above.
There are two basic properties of this algorithm, which are fundamental
to its characteristics and performance. Their proofs can be found in Jelinek,l
Lemma A
If the decoder accepts a node Zn , and L(Zn) < T. where T is a threshold,
then all paths branching from the path leading to node Z  (before node n)
have nodes
(ZJ l ) Z* j2 )  J 1 < n, j 2 < co,
such that
L(ZJ I , Z* ;e) < T
and where Zlic 32 is some sequence such that Z*j 1 +1 # Zj 1 +l
Lemma B
The decoder will cycle at most d-+ 1 times for any pa-rticular Z n, T pair,
where Z  is the last node accepted by the decoder and T is the current
decodes threshold.
-17-
These two lemmas can be used to establish the performance characteristics
described in the next section.
The available simulation results indicate that for rates less than .7R comp
(where Rcomp = log(2 P(1-P ) for the M), the average number of cycles for
the Jelinek and Fano algorithms is similar, tiihereas the Jelinek algorithm.
seems to require an average number of computations of only about one-fifth
the number required for the Fano decoder at R
cOMp . The theoretical bounds,
however, are too weak to provide a meaningful comparison.
F. Description of the Performance of Sequential Decoding Algorithms
The performance of a sequential decoding algorithm depends more on the
structure of the available buffer storage, etc., than on the specific
algorithm involved. This discussion will assume the structure of fig. (4), and
will be valid for both the Jelinek and Fano schemes. At the beginning of
the decoding operation, a block of size P "nodes" is. made available. Each
node except the last is a sequence of no received symbols. The last node is
the "synchronizing node", and contains the last no (1+t) >> no received symbols.
(The extra symbols are used to insure that the last information digits will
be decoded correctly.) The no transmitted symbols which correspond to a given
node were generated when a particular collection of k  information digits were
first shifted into the convolutional encoder. (See fig. (2)). Thus the rate
of the code is
kor	 k  
I'
Ro no(P+t) Ye no P+t
k
The "gross rate" Rs = nis the rate ignoring the loss due to the synchronizing
0
node. Reasonable values of F and t are 1000 and 25;- thus o — Rs'
The constraint length of the convolutional encoder is assumed to be
V nodes. It is assumedthat the decoder operates at a cycle rate of 6
cycles/second, and that the average number of cycles available for decoding
each node is Q s cycles/node. Thus, the total time available for decoding
04
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a r node block is 
Qs 
seconds, It is assumed that blocks are received at
this rate, and that the decoding is to be done in real time; i.e. the decoding
of a block m_ ust be completed in Q8r/Q seconds.
At the end of Q Sr1a seconds from the start of the decoding operation,
either the decoder has successfully completed the decoding, or it has failed
to do so. Failure may occur in one of three ways (with a different failure
mechanism for each):
1) At the end of Q sr/a seconds, the decoder has finished decoding,
and the information digits correcponding to the last V-t nodes are
correct, but one or more of the other information digits has been
incorrectly decoded,
2) At the end of QsF /6 seconds, the decoder has finished decoding, but
the information digits corresponding to one or more of the last v-t
nodes are incorrectly decoded,
3) At the end of Qs17/Q seconds, the decoder has not yet finished
decoding.
Failure 1) is called "undetectable error", and occurs when v, the
constraint length of the code, is too small.
Failure 2) occurs when the value of t, the size of the resynchronizing
node is too small.
Failure 3), "incomplete decoding failure", corresponds roughly to
what is referred to in the literature as "buffer overflow". and results
from using a decoder which is too slow.
For both the Fano and Jelinek algorithm, the probabilities of each of
the above types of error can be expressed as:
Pe( l)' « exp [-cx(R)v]
Pe(2) c exp[-O(R),t]
Pe(3) r exp[-y(R)log Qs]
r-20
Thus we see that Pe (1) is exponential in the encoder constraint length,
and Pe (2) is exponential in the synchronizing node size, t. However, Pe(3)
is exponential only in the logarithm of the decoder speed Q s , (Typically,
for reasonable rates y(R)N1 or 2.) Since increasing v does not affect the
rate or required decoder speed or complexity, and only affects the encoder
complexity by a small amount (given the relative cheapness and low power
consumption of integrated circuit shift registers), v should normally be
chosen to make P01 (1) negligible.
The cost of increasing t is in the reduction of the rate by the factor
F/(r+t). In practical cases r is large enough to allow t to be of sufficient
size to make Pe(2) negligible, without a significant reduction in rate.
The real problem comes with failure type 3, The increase in Q s necessary
to reduce Pe (3) by an order of magnitude or so is about a factor of 10. It is
expected, therefore, that economics will usually dictate that P e (3) is the
dominant source of error for sequential decoding. We shall therefore assume
in our analysis that P e (3), the probability of incomplete decoding, is the
actual overall probability of error.
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II. ALGEBRAIC CODING AND THE REED-SOLOMON ERASURE-CORRECTING CODE
A. Field Elements & Operations
A code word in the Reed-Solomon code is a sequence of N symbols in
GF(2m)	 Since these symbols are in a Galois Field they must be closed
under two operations called addition and multiplication; addition must be
associative and commutative; multiplication must be distributive, associative,
and commutative; and there must be an identity and an inverse element for
both addition and multiplication. This discussion deals with the representation
of elements in GF(2m) and the hardware implementation of the operations of
addition and multiplication of those elements.
A convenient representation of GF(2m) may be formed using an irreducible
binary polynomial, P(X), of degree m. The 2m field elements are represented by
the 2m binary polynomials of degree m-1 and less. With this representation,
addition of the field elements is carried out by module 2 addition of the
polynomials. Similarly, multiplication of the field elements is carried
out by multiplication of the polynomials. The multiplication is done modulo
2 and modulo P(X).
Example: To represent GF(2 3) the polynomials (field elements)
would be (assunking P(X) = x 3
 + x2 + 1.)
G, 13% x, 1 + x, x1 11 1 + '7c 2 , x + x 2 11 1 + x + x2
To add the element 1 + x 2 to x + x2
[ (1 + x 2 ) + (x + x2) J mod 2 = [1 + x + x 2 + x2l mod 2 1 + x
To multiply the element 1 + x 2 by 1 + x
[(1+x2)•(1+x)' 	 [l+x+x2+x3 ] 	 [l+x+x2+x2+1]
	
= x
	
mod 2	 mod 2	 mod 2
	
mod P(x)	 mod P(x)
It can be shown that certain of these polynomials have the property that the
first 2m-1 powers of the polynomial are exactly the 2m-1 nonzero field elements.
These polynomials are called primitive elements. For the example given
rr
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above, x is a primitive element.
x0 = 1	 (100)
x 1 = x
	
(010)
x' x 2 	(001)
x3 x2 + 1	 (101)
x4 =x 2 +x+l	 (111)
x5 = x + 1	 (110)
x6 = x2 + x	 (011)
X7 = x0 = 1	 (100)
The binary representation of the field elements is obtained merely from the
sequence of coefficients for the polynomials. Therefore, any element of
GF(2m) may be represented as a sequence of m binary digits.
Any field element can be stored in a set of m flip - flops.
Addition of two field elements is accomplished easily by a set of m
a
exclusive OR gates. Since addition is done modulo 2, each element is its
own additive inverse and addition and subtraction are the same operation.
If oe is used to denote a primitive element, then any non-zero field
element in GF(2m) can also be represented as a power of a from a0 to
a2m-2 Multiplication of field elements is accomplished using shift registers
with feedback. There are three types of multiplication which may be desired
1) multiplying any field element by a 2) multiplying any field element by a
power of cx and 3) multiplying any field element by any other field element.
To multiply any field element by a a simple m-bit shift register can
be used which multiplies by a with each shift. For the previous example of
the irreducible p;^lynomial a3 + 0?2 + 1 the shift register in Figure 5 will
multiply by a with each shift. If the initial content of the register is
the element al, the content after j shifts will be (a i+j )mod P(X).
mod 2
I
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To multiply any field element ai,
in parallel into the register and
content of the register is then a
0
requires an m-bit shift register,
by a, the m-bits of ai may be loaded
the register shifted onetime. The
L-F1 Multiplication by a, therefore,
at most m modulo 2 adders and one shift.
Similarly m-bit registers may be designed which will multiply by any
power of o! with each shift. For example, the shift register shown in
Figure 6 will multiply by a5 with each shift. The connections for this shift
register were determined'as follows:
a° • a5 = a5 = a+ 1
a a =a6 = a2 +a
a2
 Ce _ a^ 1
Before each shift the content of the register is a 0 + a l a + a 2a2 , a  E(021).
After the shift the desired contents is a5 (a0 + a Ioi + a 2a2) = a0 a 5 + a.la6	 + a27
= a 0 (a + 1) + a l (a2 + a) + a2 = (a0 + a 2 ) + (a0 + a 1)a + ala2
Multiplication by a1 0 < i < 2m-2 therefore, requires an m-bit shift register,
at most m modulo 2-adders and one shift
Multiplication of any field element by any other field element is a
slightly more complicated operation. The circuit in Figure 7 performs this
general field multiplication in-GF(2 3) for the irreducible polynomial
a3 + a!2 + 1. This circuit multiplies the polynomial a (a) by b(a) to obtain
the polynomial c(a). The operations are carried out as follows': the
c-register is initially empty, (000); the polynomial a(a) =,a 0 + a la + a2a2
is loaded into the a-register; the b-register is shifted so that b 2 multiplies
the contents of the a-register (this multiplication is in GF(2) and is done
by AND gates); the product is stored in the c-register so that the c-register
contains (a0 + a 1 a + a 2a2)b 2 ; the b-register and the c-register are now both
shifted (shifting the c-register multiplies its contents by a and shifting
the b-register adds to that (a0 + a 1 a + a 2of2)bl) so the contents of the
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c-register becomes (a 0
 + a la + a 2a2 ) • (b 2a + bl); after shifting the b and
c-registers once more the content of the c-register is (a 0 + a 1 a + a2a2)
((b 2a + b l )a + bo ) = (a0cx + a la + a 2 a 2 ) (b 2a2 + b 1cY + be ) which is the desired
result. A general multiplication in GF(2m) therefore requires three m-bit
shift registers, m modulo 2 adders, (exclusive OR gate) m-modulo 2 multipliers
(AND gate), and m shifts of the registers.
B. Definition of the code
The codewords (a i ) in the Reed-Solomon code satisfy the T equations
N
E ^i(Y =0 1`3<T
i=1
where the are in GF(2m), a is a primitive element of GF(2m), and all
operations are field operations. The word length, N, of the Reed-Solomon
code is 2m- 1. The number of information symbols, K, in a word of length 'N
9
is N-T. The minimum distance d, of the Reed - Solomon code, is T + 1. Reed
Solomon codes are maximum in the sense that for a given length, N, and minimum
distance, d, they have the maximum possible number of information symbols,
N-d+1, and therefore the maximum obtainable rate. Since the minimum
distance of the code is d, as many as d - 1 = T erasures may be corrected.
It can be easily shown that the Reed-Solomon code is a cyclic code; and
therefore, there exists a unique generator polynomial, g(t,), of degree N - K
for the code. This generator polynomial has the property that every code
word is divisible by the generator polynomial, and every polynomial divisible
by the generator polynomial is a code word. The encoding procedure for the
Reed-Solomon code is based on this property of the penerator.polynomial.
Consider a polynomial,-f(f), of degree N-1 such that the K highest order
coefficients are the K information symbols to be encoded, and the N - K
lowest order coefficients are zero. If this polynomial were divided by the
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generator polynomial g(§,) the result would be
f(§)	 g(§)q(t) + r(§) where r(§) is the remainder and is a
polynomial of deg. < n - k
Since every polynomial divisible by the generator polynomial is a code word,
g(§)q(t) = f ffl r(t) is a code word. Encoding the information symbols is
therefore accompiished by computing the remainder when f(E) is divided by g(O .
Note also that f(^) contains no terms of degree less than N-K and r(§,)
no terms of degree greater than N-K-1. The encoding process is therefore
systematic in that the information symbols appear unaltered in the encoded
word. The implementation of the encoding process is discussed in the
following section.
After the information symbols are encoded, the code words are transmitted
Q	 over the channel which is assumed to be a pure erasure channel; i.e. the
symbols are either received correctly or they are not received at all. Let
A
{ai } represent the sequence aent and { Si } represent the sequence received.
If an entire word is received correctly then, of course,
N
E Ri oiJ =0 1< j <T
i=1
if, however, some symbols were not received (all erased symbols are set to
zero) then
N A
E Ri01 = Si-1 1 < j:5 T where {S j ) is the syndrome for the
i=1
received sequence
Let (s i ) represent the difference between the transmitted and the received
sequences, i.e. si = 0i	 Vii• Then,
..N	 N A	 N I..
E
	
8.0! 1j = E (0.	 a.)cxlj = E ^.«2'3 - E S.cxlj 	E	 C1 3j = s
i=1	
._	 (1)
}	 i=1	 i	 1	 i=1 i	 i=1	 i=1 1	 j 1
Since the number of non-zero 5's must be Tess than or equal to T for decoding
_:x..	 0._^ti__,, x..x
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to take place we can rewrite (1) as
e	 njSj _ 1 = e &n.a i l< j< e e< T
i=1 i
e	 n1 j+1)
	
S.	 E 6 a	 0< j <e-1 e < T
i=1 ni	
_
n.
	
	 ^
The 01 i are known and the S j can be computed from the received sequence {pi}
n
Define U  = a and Vi = 8n. , Therefore,
I
e	
^ J+1)
	
S	 E V i iU	 0< j <e-1 a<T	 (2)i=1 
Our task now is to find the unknown Vi from the known { Sj } and {Ui}.
To this end we first define the a polynomials
e-1	 e
P (D)	 E Pj DJ Q TI (D-Ui) 1 < p < e e < T	 (3)j=0	 i=1
i/p
Multiplying (2) by Pj and summing
	
e-1	 a-1	 e	
0+1)E Pi S j	 E 6pj E ViUi
	
j=0	 j=0	 i=1
e	 e-1
E ViUi. E Cy
	
U1 1 ` p< e a< T
i=1=0
-28
Therefore the decoding process takes these steps
1) compute the 
Pi 
from the (Ui)
2) compute ppj from opt and {Ui)
3) compute syndrome from received sequence
4) compute the erased values from (4)
The implementation of the decoding process is described in section D.
C. Encoding Implementation
The encoding procedure for the Reed - Solomon code requires the computation
of the remainder after dividing an (N-1) st degree polynomial, f(^),over GF(2m) by
an (N-K) th degree polynomial g(f) over GF(2m). The circuit in Figure s evaluates
the remainder after division. All operations are field operations.
The shift register is initially set to zero. f(t) is shifted in high order
e
first. The quotient is zero for the first T shifts until the first input
symbol reaches the end of the register. Then the first non-zero output
appears and it is fngT 1 the first coefficient of the quotient. For each
coefficient q, of the quotient the polynomial q j g(x) must be subtracted from
the dividend. The feedback connections accomplish this subtraction. After
a total of N shifts the entire quotient has appeared at the output, and the
remainder is in the shift register. The remainder may now be shifted out to
complete the codeword. A slight improvement_on this circuit is shown in
Figure 9 Here the inputs are put into the end of the shift register which
premultiplies them by ^N-K and therefore only K shifts are required. Further-
more, the entire encoded word is available in N shifts since the K information
symbols come out first followed immediately by the N-K coefficients of the
remainder.
The encoding operation requires T m-bit storage registers, T m-bit
multipliers, T m-bit adders, and K shifts of the registers. The complexity,
therefore; of this operation is mTK per encoded word or T per encoded information
bit. (See Section IIIA for the description of complexity as used here.)
quot' ^nt
q
-1
T-2	 T-I	 '9T
quotient
q ( ^)
29
-90
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D. Decoding Implementation
The first steer in the decoding process is to compute the p. from the
e-1	 e
set (Ui ). Recall the definition of p(D) QE	
pi 
D3
	n (D-Ud .
J=0	 i=l
i0p
The (Ui ) are known since Ui = a i , locator of the irh erasure. Expanding
the defining equation for a (D) and using the fact that (D-Ui) _ (Ui-D) = (Ui+D)
since U  is an element in GF(2m) we have a (D) = (UI+D)(U2+D) ... (Up-1+D)(IJp+i+n)
.. (Ue#-D) .
Consider now a set of a m--bit storage registers. These may be considered
to contain the coefficients of a polynomial a(D), of degree less than or equal to
e-1. Multiplication of this polynomial by D is equivalent to shifting the
contents of the a registers so that the coefficient to D i
 becomes the
coefficient to D1+1. Multiplication of this polynomial by a constant, say Ui,
is equivalent to multiplying each coefficient by U i . Therefore, multiplication
by a factor (Ui+D) may be carried out by a shift, a multiplication, and addition
of the two results. The configuration shown in
expansion by starting with the polynomial a p (D)
and multiplying this by (U1+D), then (U2+D) and
contains the complete expansion. At the ith st
Figure 10 carries out this
= cy0 
= l in the p-register
so forth until the p-register
ep, the contents of the
p-register is multiplied by U  and the result stored in the U3# p-register
Then the ap-register is shifted and the result stored in the'D•p-register.
Then the U., p-register and the D • p-registers are added and the sum stored in
the ap-register. After a shifts the a - register contains a (D).
The computation of a single ap (D) requires at most 4T m-bit registers,
T m-bit adders, and T general field multipliers. As many as T a's may need
to be calculatedso the hardware for this operation grows as mT2 . The
U-register and the a- register must shift T times and the general field
multipliers require m shifts. Therefore the number of operations grows as
r
• . . J U2 ,. % I.
U register
O-p register
D . O'p registi
V i t O'p regi;
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mT. `:'he overall complexity of this computation is m 2 T 3 per decoded word or
mT3/K per decoded bit.
The next step in the decoding process is the computation of the p pj from
the ap j . As previously defined
e-1
E 
a U j+1^ -1 apPJ	 j=0 P i P	 Pi
While the (Ui ) are known, the powers of (U i) are not known in general and must
e-1
first be computed. The configuration in Figure 11 computes E 
PJ UPj=0
This operation requires m-bit registers for 2 field multipliers and several
storage devices. It must shift T times to compute the T partial sums and
with each shift the field multipliers must shift m times. The entire
operation must be carried out T times for the T values of Up . Therefore the
e-1
complexity of computing the T values of E a. Upi+l is proportional to
J .0 
p
m2T 2 . Taking the inverse of these T field elements is equivalent to a general
field multiplication and therefore has a complexity of m 2T. Finally multiplying
these values by the appropriate p j 's has s complexity of m 2 T 2 since T 2 general
field multipliers are required for the T 2 values of ap j . Therefore computing
the T 2 values of ppj has an overall complexity proportional to m 2 T 2 per decoded
word or mT 2/K per decoded information bit.
The syndromes may be calculated by T m-bit shift registers which
multiply by a through a with each shift. By shifting in the high order
symbols first S. is calculated as
S	 ^J+l +
	
«j+1 +;^ )«J+1_ +	 02 )
aj+1+	
= N a ^ ( J+l)J	 ( (On	 0n-1) 	 On-2 	 1 i=
The number of shifts required to compute the syndrone is N, so the complexity
of computing the syndromes is proportional to TmN per code word or TN/K
per decoded bit.
e-1
Computing the erased value 
P	
E ppj Sj requires T general field
j=0
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multipliers of complexity m 2 and must be done at most T times, The complexity
is therefore m 2 T 2 per code word or mT 2/K per decoded bit.
The overall complexity of the decoding operation is given by the equation
Q  = C IMT3 /K + C 2mT2 /K + C3mT2/K + C4NT/K	 (5)
where C 1 is from computation of the PJ
C2 is from computation of ppi
C3 'is from computation of the syndromes
C4 is from computation of the erased values from equation (4)
For a pure Reed-Solomon erasure-correcting code equation (5) would be
a measure of the decoding complexity. However, for the basic hybrid coding
scheme discussed in section III A. the first two terms would be divided by a
relatively large number,K0m, and would become negligible. Therefore, for
the basic hybrid coding scheme, the complexity of algebraic decoding is
given by the equation
Q  = C3MT2 /K + C4NT/K.
III. DESCRIPTION OF A HYBRID CODING SCHEME
A. The Basic Scheme
The hybrid coding scheme proposed by Huband and Jelinek2 involves both
sequential and algebraic encoding. The basic idea of the hybrid is indicated
in Fig. (12). The "inner" convolutional encoder-channel-sequential decoder
combination presents an apparent binary erasure channel to the "outer"
Reed-Solomon algebraic encoder-decoder pair. Now let us look at the scheme
in detail. Fig. (13)-and (14) give the schematic diagram for the encoder.
The information to be communicated is assumed to exist as a string of L
binary digits. These binary digits are loaded serially into K buffer
registers of K m bits each, where the algebraic rate R  = K/N, N = 2m-1,
Ko . L/Km filling each register fully before switching _to the next. This
b
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stores the entire block of L K om bits while the next block of KKom bits
is loaded in another set of K buffer registers. The encoder begins the
algebraic encoding process on the first block of KKom bits, using a Reed-
Solomon encoder. This encoder first takes m bits (we shall call these m
bits a "symbol" of m bits) from the front end of each of the K registers
and obtains a set of T = N-K "check symbols" of m bits each, each of which is
shifted into the tail of an additional K om bit register. The original K
registers are then right shifted (end-around), and the second set of bits
is encoded. This proceeds until the entire set of K om bits is encoded.
See Fig, (13). Note that only the last m bits of the K m bit register need 'be
accessible. At the end of the algebraic encoding we have N = K + T registers,
or "tracks".. of Kom bits each. Of these, the first K tracks are information
tracks and the last T tracks are ;heck tracks. It should be noted that the
K no. of information tracks
a
rate of the algebraic encoder is R = N =	 as
N	 total no, of tracks..
specified earlier.
Each track is then coded in turn, by a sequential encoder (with each track
coded independently of the others), and communicated through the TIDMC.
The rate of the convolutional encoder is Ko/No , thus producing an overall
transmitted block length of NNom,
KK :'n	 K
	The overall rate RT of the hybrid scheme is thus RTm = N - N
	
RaRs'
0	 0
Typically N
	
15, K _ 12, No	500, Ko	250, m	 4.
At the receiving end, the decoding process takes place in the opposite
order. Each track is decoded by a sequential decoder. We assume that the
decoding operation takes place in real time, that is the sequentialdecoder
mist have completed the decoding of one sequential track by the time the
next track has been campletely received. Each track has m , infornation bits,
_wu__ _--m i
^,,^oinim
­713
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Thus if we allow Q s
 cycles of the decoder per information bit, then if a
given track can not be campletely decoded in mK0 •Qs cycles, that track is
declared an "erasure". If the decoder successfully completes the decoding of
a track, then with very high probability the decoded bits are correct. For
the purpose of analysis we shall assume that all the decoded bits are correct.
The N tracks of sequentially decoded (or erased) data thus present an
apparent binary erasure channel to the algebraic decoder.
A Reed-Solomon code applied for the erasure channel can correct up to T
erasures, where T is the number of red"indent digits. Thus, if the number of
erased tracks is not more than T, then the Reed-Solomon decoder can recover
the erased tracks and the entire block of KK m information bits will be0
correctly decoded.
Analysis of the Performance of the Hybrid Scheme
The trade off between complexity (number of sequential decoder operations)
and error probability has been studied for sequential codes. Experimental
results seem to indicate that for all sequential rates Rs below Rcomp (where
Rcomp depends on the channel used and is less than C, the channel capacity),
the probability P s of failing to decode a block of mKo bits in an average of Qs
cycles per information bit is given by 4
Ps QS
where
R
compY=R
s
For the BSC, Rcomp log 2 ( 2V Ml-P )
For the hybrid scheme described above, all mKK0 informatics bits are success-
fully decoded if the number of tracks erased is less than or equal to T. The
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pro'.)ability PH(e) that not all of the mKKo information bits are success-
fully decoded is equal to the probability of having more than T erasures.
Let us define P s as the probability of'a track being erased. Then P s is the
same for each track, and the probability of erasure of tracks are independent
of one another. Thus
N N'
PH(e) = E	 j f Ps(l-Ps)N
_
 J
j =T+1
If P s is very small, _ 10 -2 , and if N is not very large, then the first
term is dominant, and
N`
PH (e) _ (T+l) Ps+l
Let us assume a fixed total complexity QT per information bit. We have to
allocate this between sequential complexity and the complexity of the
algebraic decoder. The complexity of the sequential decoder is taken as the
number of cycles of operations allotted per information digit. In evaluating
the complexity or cost of the Reed-Solomon decoder, both the amount of
hardware and the required hardware speed must be taken into account. Since,
in general, it is possible to decrease required speed by increasing the amount
of hardware needed, and vice versa, a cost function involving both parameters
is required. For purposes below, the product of amount of hardware and
operations required per information bit was used as the cost function.
The results of a detailed analysis  are given below. The algebraic
complexity Q  per decoded bit can be written as
cT mT+N
Qa	 K
where c is a constant of proportionality which relates algebraic complexity to
sequential complexity. The cost Q  of the 2N storage registers required is
obviously proportional to N. We estimate Qr_as
Qr=dN
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where d is again a constant of proportionality.
The total "cost per decoded information bit" % QT , for the hybrid scheme
can thus be estimated by
QT = Q s /R a + Q a + Q r
where R  = K/N, and Qs is divided by R  because sequential coding must be
done on N tracks to obtain K information tracks. If we have a fixed overall
complexity QT and fixed overall rate RT = R 
a 
R 
s 
constraint, then PH(e) is
given as a function involving K, N and m as free variables. For a Reed-
Solomon code, the block length N is given by N = 2m-1. Hence, for a given
block length N, PH(e) can be minimized with respect to K.
For the same total complexity QT and rate RT , the probability of error
PS (e), for straight sequential scheme is given by
PS 
(e) 
_ Q T -Rcomp/RT
In fig. 15 PH(e) and PS (e) are plotted as functions of N, the block
length of the Reed-Solomon code. PS (e) does not depend on N. PH(e) has
been optimized with respect to K. We are assuming d = c. The curves are
plotted for the various values of c, QT and RT/Rcomp. It can be seen that
in general hybrid scheme gives a significant improvement in the probability
of error as compared to the straight sequential scheme.
B. A Modified Hybrid Scheme
In this section, we shall discuss an alternate hybrid coding scheme.
As described earlier, the first hybrid scheme requires at the transmitting
end 2N shift registers of length mK o each, where mKo is the sequential block
length in bits. Typically Ko = 250, m = 4, N = 15. These shift registers
need to be accessible only from the ends, and could thus be realized by
MOS shift registers However, if we are interested in reducing the weight and
,
6
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power requirements of the transmitter, then we would like to eliminate these
long shift registers. To that end, a modification which eliminates the shift
registers (at the cost of additional sequential encoders) will now be proposed.
(Note: original scheme ^ it 	 modified scheme _^ interleaved.)
A decoding scheme for the modified encoder is evaluated, and is shown
to result in a lower probability of error compared with the original hybrid
scheme. Another part of this section discusses an alternative to Reed-
Solomon algebraic encoding and decoding. This alternative code is potentially
simpler to implement. Finally, a simple decoding scheme is proposed for the
decoding of an algebraic erasure code of reasonable block length.
1) Evaluation of the modified encoder.
In the original hybrid scheme, only one sequential encoder was used,
and sequential tracks were encoded serially. (A sequential track consists
of shift register of length mK o ^ 1000). This requires 2N registers of
length mKo . N is typically 10-15. In the modification proposed, N
sequential encoders will be used with no long storage register required.
at the transmitting end. Each sequential track has a separate sequential
encoder, and all encoders operate in parallel. Thus each of them need
handle only 1/Nth of the total bits transmitted, and must therefore
be only 1/Nth as fast as the single sequential encoder required in the
original scheme. Since sequential encoding is done in parallel on
different tracks in the new scheme, we do not need any storage at the
transmitting end. Fig. (16) is a diagram of the encoder.
Let us now analyze the complexity of the encoder in greater detail.
A binary convolutional encoder with rate R 	 K° k° (where k and n are
s N
	
n	 o	 00	 0
small integers), consists of a shift register of length ko v(, 64), the
contraint length, plus no (ko v/2)	 input modulo-two adders.
How fast must the gates of the encoder be? Let us estimate the
_T	x'_ 	 ...	 max;,
TT
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required gate speed on a convolutional encoder. To combine 2 = 32
inputs we need a 5 level binary adder, and thus about five gate times
are needed to calculate the result. About two more gate times are needed
for shifting and two for gating. We thus need about 9 serial operations
per encoded bit. For an information rate of 1MB/s, for example, if we
were to use a single sequential encoder, we would require gates with
speeds of approximately 9 Me/s. At present, MOS devices are unreliable
at this speed. However, using the modified scheme with N(N10) sequential
encoders, we would require a gate speed of only 0,9 Mc/s well within the
capability of low-power MOS devices.
In summary, the modified hybrid scheme allows higher information.
throughput for a given encoder gate speed than either straight sequential
coding or the original hybrid scheme. The increased cost over the straight
approach is N-1(,9) additional encoders, which could be of minimal cost
and power requirement, if fabricated of MOS devices. Compared to the
original hybrid proposal, total complexity is reduced since each —1000
bit shift register is replaced by a ­64 bit convolutional encoder.
The overall error probability of the new hybrid scheme is greatly
superior to straight sequential coding, ands as will be seen later it
is superior to the original hybrid scheme,
2) Decoder Modification and Performance
Let its now consider the required operations at the receiving end. For
r
the modified scheme and only one decoder, we require 2N shift registers
each of length -mN0 to store theincoming digits. Bits from N sequential
tracks are multiplexed at the transmitting end and then transmitted.
Henr-e ; at the receiving end we need a demultiplexer. The demult_iplexer
feeds bits to N sequential tracks each of length mNo . The sequential
decoder begins decoding after the entire block of N tracks is filled.
Successful decoding is then specified to require that the sequential
-45
decoder decodes this block before the next block is received. A
track which is not successfully decoded in the time allotted to that
track is called an "erasure", and the algebraic coder is used to correct
those tracks, if possible, as in section II. Let a be the number of
erasures. Of the N tracks, K are information tracks, and T = N-K are
"check" tracks from the algebraic encoder. The algebraic codes used
are capable of correcting any erasure pattern ox up to T erasures. Hence,
if there are less than or exactly T erasure tracks, we can recover the
whole block. On the other hand, if there are more than T erasure tracks
the total block can not be recovered. We would thus like to minimize
the probability of more than T erasures. It can be shown that if Ps,
the probability of failure of one particular track is small (.01)
then the probability of occurrence of more than T erasures is essentially
equal to the probability of occurrence of (T + 1) erasures.
If QmK0N is the total "computation time" (cycles of the decoder
operations) available for the sequential decoding of one block of N
tracks, then we may divide the available time units into N parts,
allotting the time for each part so as to minimize the probability of
r
(T + 1) erasures. Let QimK0 be the time allotted for the decoding of
ith track. Thus,
N
E Q imK0 = NQmKo
=1
or
N
E Q i = NQ1_
The decoding scheme is as follows. If the decoder is able to decode a_
P
certain track before the :allotted time then it immediately begins the
decoding of the next tr-ack., We establish N thresholds T i 's defined as
-46-
i
Ti = Z Q MKo	 i = 1, 2...N
J=l i
If the decoder is not able to decode the i th track before time T i , then that
track is declared to be an erasure, and the decoder starts decoding
(i + l) th track.
According to Ref. (4), for convolutional sequential codes and
sequential rates Rs below Rcomp, the probability P s of failing to decode
a sequential track in an average of Q s cycles/bit is approximately
- Rcomp
P s	 Qs	 Rs'
Let R--ccomp 	 then, P Pz^	 1	 y > 1s
s	 QYS
With high probability the decoding of a track is done in Many fewer
cycles than the number which must be allocated to it to assure a low
a	
erasure probability. Thus, since each subsequent track uses any remain-
ing cycles from a given track allocation each later track effectively
9
gets many more cycles for decoding. We would thus expect the optimal
strategy to give a larger allocation to the early tracks. We wish to
find out the probability of occurrence of (T + 1) erasures for a given
allocation. Since the available time for decoding a track depends on
the previous tracks, the probability of erasure of one track is not inde-
N^f
pendent of erasure of other tracks. Hence, we have to consider all CT + ^d
possible erasure patterns and the probability of occurrence of each.
Let P(n+m+l)/n P
r
	n+m+l is erased/last track erased was
n). Thus the above notation implies that the m tracks between_ n
and n+m+l are not erased.
a
In the third monthly progress report of this contract, it was proved
04-M OM
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that, P (n+tn+l) /n	 (Q
n+l	 n+2	 n-Mr+l
, . ,+ Q	 	 + Q	 )y for reasonable range
of Q i. I s.	 1
The physical meaning of this expression is that the track which was
erased had available almost all the computation time allotted to all
the unerased tracks since the last erased track.
Making use of all this, we can write an approximate expression
for the probability of occurrance of (T+1) erasures. This expression
depends on the distribution of computation effort Q i 1s. For a particular
value of N, T and y, this distribution can be optimized so as to give
the minimum probability Pm(e) of error. This has been done by a digital
computer. This in fact gives superior performance as compared to the
original hybrid scheme. Graphs in Fig. (17) show the improvement in
the probability of error compared to the original hybrid scheme.
C. An alternative to the Reed-Solomon Code
For algebraic coding a code first proposed by Singletons	in another
context seems to provide improvements over the originally proposed Reed-
Solomon code, at least for Some N and T. This code has a higher rate than the
Reed-Solomon code having the same minimum distance and alphabet size. The
singleton code has parameters K = 2m1, T = 3, N = 2T2, over GF(2m). The
check matrix for he rkode in
(r 11 ...I	 1	 0	 0
a	 m
T	 1 by
 ... a 2H	 0	 1	 0
R lct2
 .. a(2m2) 0	 0	 1
This is a systematic code with three check digits, and can thus correct
any pattern of up to 3 erasures. Let us consider encoding for this code.
y	 To get three check digits we need -3-m-stage binary feed back shift registers,
each of which must shift K tunes. Therefore, the complexity of encoding
3mK
is
	
	
3 per bit. The encoding for Reed-Solomon codes involve general_
mK
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field multiplications, hence, is more complex. The decoding is also compara-
tively simple for Singleton codes.
D. Practical Algebraic Decoding for Short Hybrid Codes
Now we shall propose a decoding procedure for algebraic codes of short
block length and few check digits. Its purpose is the elimination of the bulk
of the control hardware normally required. As an illustration we will consider
a Singleton code, with m = 3, K = 7, T = 3 and N = 10, If the number of
erasures is more than three we can not correct then. For a situation where
the number of erasures is less than three, by erasing tracks we can always have
precisely three erasures. As the first decoding step, three syndromes S 0 , Sl , S2
are obtained in the usual manner (3) Let the erased digits be V,, V2 , V3 . These
erased digits can be expressed as a linear combination of the syndromes,
2
V  — E pPJSJ'	
P = 1,2,3
j=0
These p pj 's are functions of erased positions. To calculate these
P P -3
	
normally requires many calculations in GF(2 m) and a good deal of
control circuitry. For short algebraic codes, a practical alternative is to
store the p 
PJ
.'s for each erasure pattern using a MOS read-only memory. For
the example under consideration there are ( 10 ) = 120 different possible three-
erasure patterns. Corresponding to each erasure pattern, there are 3 x 3 = 9
pPJ 's. Each p
P
 is an element in GF'(23), hence can be represented by 3 bits.
Thus, we need 9 x 3 = 2.7 bits for each erasure pattern. Hence we can have a
memory device with 120 possible inputs (< 7 bits) and 27 bit output for each
input. Each three erasure pattern is mapped into one of the 120 different
possible inputs to the memory device. The storage requirement of this device is
27 x 120 = 3240. The number of inputs required is 7, and the number
M
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of outputs 27. This could be achieved with a single MOS chip. The decoding
operation would then be reduced to (l) the determination of the syndrome,
(2) the accessing of the p Pi I s through the memory device and (3) the calculation
of the erased digits through the equation for up above. A schematic diagram of
this proposed algebraic decoder is given in Fig. 18.
IV, The Probability of Decoding Errors Due to Bursts for a Hybrid Coding Scheme
A. Assumptions
Obviously, the burst error frequency for any particular coding scheme
depends strongly on the type of burst error in the channel. Thus, to calculate
the probability of burst errors for the hybrid codes of III, above, we make
the following set of assumptions about the type of burst which exists in the
underlying discrete channel.
1) The probability of a single burst occurring in any given track is
po , The probability of more than one burst in any given track is zero.
2) The probability PL(d) that the length L of a burst is greater than
or equal to d (given that a burst has occurred) is
PL (d) = d p
For simplicity in the calculations below, however, it is assumed that a
burst does not extend into successive tracks. Within a burst, channel
output symbols are independent and equally probable.
3) The number N of decoder cycles required to "work through" a burst of
length L is N = 2L . For two or more independent bursts of length Ll . L2,
the number of decoder cycles required is
L
r	 N = Z 2
4) The number of available decoder cycles for a given track is FQs-1,
where r is the sequential block length.
:.r
cl	
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5) The length of the bursts are independent of the length and occurrence
of other bursts.
B. Calculations
1) Probability of Error for a Straight Sequential Decoder.
Error occurs if a burst occurs of length L such that 2L > rQs,
or L > log2 (I'Qs ). Therefore, the probability, P e (s), of error due to
bursts, for a straight sequential sc-heme (under the above assumptions)
is
Pe(s) = Po flog 2(rQs)] p
2) Probability of Error for a Non-Interleaved Hybrid (of Section III A).
For a non-interleaved hybrid with T correction tracks and K
information tracks, error occurs if more than T tracks of the N = T+K
sequential tracks have bursts of length109 2FQs or greater. Thus, the
probability of burst error P e (N) for a non-interleaved hybrid is
N
Pe (N) = E (^) Pe^(s)f1-Pe(s)]N-j
j=T+l
N (T+{Pe(s)]t+ll) 
which is the same improvement factor obtained for the hybrid in the
presence of independent errors.
3) Probability of Error for an Interleaved Hybrid (of Section III B),
We first obtain a lower bound for P e (I) for an interleaved hybrid
with T correction tracks and K information tracks. (with N = K + T as
before)
We note that all N tracks will be erased ( and thus an error will
occur) whenever one burst of length	 N 1092(rQ) or greater occurs,
(nere and later Qs will be written as Q). -Thus Pe(I) > Pr[one burst occurs
7-56-
P1 d (N log 2(rQ)] P = N PPe(s)
Thus the probability that some single track of the N tracks has
such a burst is NP1 (l-P1 ) N-1
 > NPI (l NPl)
and
Pe(I) > N-(P-1) Pe(s)(l-N-( P - 1) pe(s))
This is the lower bound on Pe (I* which we desired.
To obtain an upper bound we observe that
N
P (I) < E P (t) P (at least one of t bursts is as long as
e	
.---i B	 r N log (I'Q/t) given that t, bursts occur)
where P  M = Pr (exactly t bursts occur)
The above is true since if none of the t bursts are longer than N-
log (FQ/t), then the number of decoder cycles required for each track
is, from assumption 3,
E 2Li/N < ^2Lmax/N < rQ,
i=1
and no erasures will occur.
But the probability P2 (e) that at least one of t bursts is
longer than N log(rQ/t), given that t bursts occur, can be written
P2 ( ;) = 1-[I-(N log [ rQ /t1) P 1 t
< t[N log [FQ/t] ] P
Thus
N	 _
Pe (I) < E PB (t)t,[N log(rQ/tJ] P
^,=1
-s7-
and, calling
Z [1 log TQ ] P
	
_	 n
P
e
 (I) G N P {Pe (s)/Po ) 1PB (1) + Z E ItPBC)]
t'=2
N
But E tPB (t) = NP 00 the expected number of bursts in the N tracks.
t 1
Thus,
Pe a) <_ N P (Pe (s)/P0 ) [PB (1) + Z(NPo - PB (M] .
But PB (1)	 NPo (1-Po ) N-1 , giving
Pe ( I ) <_ N P (Pe ( s )/P0)[NP0 ( 1-P0)N-1 + ZNPo(1-(l-po)n-1)]
and since 1-(1-P o ) N-1 < NPo
we obtain as our final upper bound
Pe (I) < N (P-1) P
e 
(s)[I
 
+ ZNPo]
and combining this with the lower bound,
N-(P-1)[1
-N-(P-1)Pe(s)] < Pe (I)/Pe (s) < N-(P-1)[1 + ZNPo]
where Z = (1log -N--) Plog FQ
For reasonable values of the above parameters, N-(P-1)Pe(s) << 1
and ZNP << 1.0
Thus the upper and lower bounds essentially agree and
	
Pe (I)	 Pe (s) N"(P-l).
O. Conclusions
We see from the above that the burst protection provided by -the -two	 i
schemes is quite different. For the-non-interleaved hybrid, the error reduc-
tion is dependent on t ; the number of redundant tracks.- On the other hand,
for the interleaved hybrid, the error reduction factor is N_ (P-1) One should
use care in utilizing these results, however, since they depend strongly on
the particular conditions hypothesized.
M
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